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It takes very few organized activities as a family to lead to healthy organic rhythms that naturally occur. And
those organics then, because you're doing life-on-life together, oftentimes lead back to sort of micro-organized
things. It's all very natural and easy.

Here are three things to consider about the rhythms of your community on mission…

1. Our ministry rhythms need to be both organized and organic. When we think about our family life
together, we don’t count up the number of events per week that we attend with each other and take
attendance... We live with them! There is a fabric to our life together that cannot be reduced to a series
of “events.” The church is a family and a healthy family has both organized and organic rhythms to it.

2. Ministry and discipleship cannot merely be a series of events on the calendar. If all we have are
organized events, all we offer people is a program. No one is looking for a program to sign up for. But, if
all we do in our disciple-making is organic and rarely organized or predictable, it is hard for people to
know what it is you are asking them to commit to, or how it will begin to affect their lives. Help folks
understand the true nature of God’s family and a life of walking in the ways of Jesus with you.

3. Structuring your Missional Community like a family, with organized and organic rhythms, takes
into account the needs of everyone. A few organized family rhythms will perpetuate and facilitate
numerous organic opportunities to BE a family and do a lot of normal life stuff together. Don’t
over-complicate things! Keep asking yourself, “What would a healthy family that has God as their Dad
and Jesus as their brother be doing?” Pretty cool, huh?

If you are interested in being coached by Caesar and his wife Tina in a lifestyle of discipleship and
mission, you can get started now. Let’s hop on a Discovery Call and see if we can help.

Check out: everydaydisciple.com/coaching

Thanks for listening… we’ll see you in the next episode!

~Caesar
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